
 Physical Education Dance Lesson Plan  
Teachers’ Names:                                                                                              Date:  
Subject/course: Physical Education                                                   Time of Class:   
Grade level: Pre-K to 5 (8)   
Room#/ Location: Gymnasium, Classroom, Dance Studio  
Topic: From Conceptual Knowledge to Pedagogical Practice of Dance (theory to practice Across Content Curriculum)  
Skills:  Rhythm, Control, Balance, Creativity, Agility 
 
OBJECTIVES:  To apply knowledge, concepts and strategies in teaching dance as a cross curricular method in 
isolated and applied settings.  
NJ Standards: 2.5  
2.5.2.A.1 - Explain and perform movement skills with developmentally appropriate control in isolated settings. 
(i.e. skill practice). 
2.5.4.A.1        -Explain and perform essential elements of movement skills in both isolated settings (i.e., skill practice) 
and applied settings (i.e., games, sports, dance, and recreational activities). 
2.5.6.A.1        -Explain and perform movement skills that combine mechanically correct movement in smooth flowing 
sequences in isolated settings (i.e., skill practice) and applied settings (i.e., games, sports, dance, and recreational 
activities). 
2.5.8.A.1       -Explain and demonstrate the transition of movement skills from isolated settings (i.e., skill practice) into 
applied settings (i.e., games, sports, dance, and recreational activities) 
 
National Physical Education Standards  
Standard 1 - The physically literate individual demonstrates competency in a variety of motor skills and movement 
patterns. 
Standard 2 - The physically literate individual applies knowledge of concepts, principles, strategies and tactics related 
to movement and performance. 
Standard 3 - The physically literate individual demonstrates the knowledge and skills to achieve and maintain a 
health-enhancing level of physical activity and fitness. 
Standard 4 - The physically literate individual exhibits responsible personal and social behavior that respects self and 
others. 
Standard 5 - The physically literate individual recognizes the value of physical activity for health, enjoyment, 
challenge, self-expression and/or social interaction. 
 
Materials:  -CD player (dance themed music), Dance scarves 
 
Reasons for Consideration:  Combining subjects can make learning engaging, inspiring and support teaching in the 
classroom. Many teachers have practiced a cross-curricular method of teaching subjects. The practice is in and out of 
educational fashion but never disappears. Cross-curricular method is a fantastic way of delivering subjects which 
children may find more difficult to grasp.  Dance, drama, art, physical education, and music are wonderful subjects to 
utilize as a platform to deliver other subjects such as math, literacy, science, history, and geography in more enjoyable, 
entertaining, and pleasant ways. Delivering one subject through another the curriculum becomes more accessible to 
children with different learning preferences and process. 
 
Dance Vocabulary and Movements Each Dancer Should Know: 
-Elements of dance following the rhythm of music: 
*Creative: Body Moves: Stretch, bend, twist, circle, rise, fall, swing, shake.  
*Steps: walk, run, leap, hop, jump, gallop, skip, slide 
*Space  
level: high, middle, low direction: forward, backward, sideward, turning 
size: big, little             pathway: curved, straight 
*Force attack: sharp, smooth strength: tight, loose, close, open  
*Time tempo: fast, slow duration: long, short 
-Scarves can be used. Participants combine all skills learned to create own dance with the sound of music.  
 
CROSS CONTENT: 
 
Math:  
-Patterns and geometric shapes. Make numbers with whole body. Mix and Match with cardiorespiratory -movements.  
-Perform cardiorespiratory with multiplication table.  
-Full, half, ¾ turns using the wall as a reference. Degrees: 360= a full turn, full rotation, 180= half turn, half rotation, 
straight angle, 90= quarter turn, acute angle, 270= ¾ turn, reflex angle.  



 
Social Studies:  
Sociology & History 
Minuet  (1 hand touch), Waltz (bodies close, turning & lifting), Charleston (everything up & down), Foxtrot 
(conservative), Twist (free spirit) Electric slide to cha-cha slide 
Geography: Cultural dances: Irish Jig, Kalinka (Russia), Persian folk, Salsa,  
 
Literacy: 
-Story telling -*Create own story, about Seasons (Fall, Spring) with flash cards. 

-*Students create own story on by one by given vocabulary (vocabulary used either ask language art 
teachers or create own. 
-Children’s literature (Dr. Seuss, one poem per day).  
-Making letter shapes using whole body individually, with a partner or in a group (with music). 

 
Technology: 
-Utilizing songs with movements 

Use of flash cards: Let it Snow (Andy Williams), L-O-V-E (Nat King Cole), Greatest Love of All (Whitney 
Houston), That’s What Friends Are For (Dionne Warwick), Brush Your Teeth (Health, Hygiene & Hugs).  

 
Sciences:  
“The kinesthetic experience enhances student understanding and gives the participants an accurate glimpse of the 
scientific process”. 
Physics World Archive, Dancing with physics, Richard Barber, David Popalisky, From Physics World January, 2008 
 
Chemistry: 
-Addition Reaction– within organic chemistry, when two or more molecules combine to make a larger one.  
 

 
Chart is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike License; additional terms may apply. 
(Not from a personal collection-Ellie Abdi)  
 
-Aeration (also called aerification)- is the process by which air is circulated through, mixed with or dissolved in a liquid 
or solid substance. 
 
Physics:  
-Rotation- is a circular movement of an object around a center (or point) of rotation.  
-Solar System- Nine Stars (Jump’Start-Jammin’ Music) 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Text_of_Creative_Commons_Attribution-ShareAlike_3.0_Unported_License
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_engineering_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solvation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid


 
Internet source-(Not from a personal collection-Ellie Abdi) 
 
Balance- Gravity (downward) + Support from floor (upward) + Friction (Sideways) 
 

 
Internet Source- (Not from a personal collection-Ellie Abdi) 
 
Anatomy: 
-Adductor and Abductor muscles- Draw toward and draw apart. 
-Skeletal system:  7. Cervical curve 

 8. Thoracic curve 
9. Lumbar curve 

 
 



  

Internet source- (Not from a personal collection-Ellie Abdi) 

-Planes: Sagittal, Frontal, And Transverse 

 

Internet source- (Not from a personal collection-Ellie Abdi) 



Teacher’s Activity: Explanation & demonstration of movements with students. Monitor students for correct 
performance while giving feedback. 

Evaluation: Students should be able to recall different movement names and perform each movement with  to the 
tempo of the music that is played each time, scoring a 3 or 4 on the rubric. 

Learning Center: Technology - children will watch 5 minutes of “Center Stage” where dancers emerge from classical 
ballet to modern. Discussion of learned skills, success of a dancer, steps to become a dancer. Turn & talk with a partner 
or in a group.  
 

The characteristics of interdisciplinary inquiry, according to Morin (2001, p. 6) include: 

1. The integrated nature of intelligence become the model for teaching and learning; 
2. The disciplines are connected through a broad theme; 
3. The disciplines are used to provide diverse perspectives on the study, as well as tools for learning; 
4. Teachers and students are co-learners and collaborators in the planning of the study; 
5. Exploring the interests and questions of students through authentic, meaningful events that acknowledge and 

extend their personal experiences is emphasized; 
6. All of the sign systems ((movement, visual art, language, music , drama, mathematics) are used for making 

and communicating meaning; 
7. Social learning strategies are employed, such as cooperative group work, networking, and developing 

communities of learners (Martinelo & Cook, 2000). 

Morin, F. (2001). The role of dance in literacy and learning. Physical and Health Education Journal, 67 (2), 4-14. 
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